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STATUTORY INSTRUMENTS

2013 No. 385

The Social Security (Loss of Benefit)
(Amendment) Regulations 2013

Insertion of regulation 3ZB

9. After regulation 3ZA insert—

“Reduction of universal credit

3ZB.—(2)  Any payment of universal credit which falls to be made to an offender or an
offender’s family member (“O”) in respect of an assessment period wholly or partly within
a disqualification period is to be reduced in accordance with paragraph (2) or (5).

(2)  Except where paragraph (5) applies and subject to paragraphs (6) and (7), the amount
of the reduction is to be calculated by multiplying the daily reduction rate by the number
of days in the assessment period or, if lower, the number of days in the assessment period
to which the reduction is to relate.

(3)  The daily reduction rate for the purposes of paragraph (2) is, unless paragraph (4)
applies, an amount equal to the amount of the standard allowance applicable to the award
multiplied by 12 and divided by 365.

(4)  The daily reduction rate for the purposes of paragraph (2) is 40 per cent. of the rate
calculated in accordance with paragraph (3) if, at the end of the assessment period—

(a) O, or where O is a joint claimant, the other joint claimant (“J”), falls within
section 19 of the 2012 Act (claimant subject no work-related requirements) by
virtue of—

(i) subsection (2)(c) of that section (responsible carer for a child under the age
of 1), or

(ii) regulation 89(1)(c), (d) or (f) of the UC Regulations (adopter, claimants
within 11 weeks before, or 15 weeks after, confinement or responsible foster
parent of a child under the age of 1); or

(b) O or, as the case may be, O or J, falls within section 20 of the 2012 Act (claimant
subject to work-focused interview only).

(5)  Where the disqualification period ends during an assessment period, the amount of
the reduction for that assessment period is to be calculated by multiplying the daily reduction
rate under paragraph (3) or, as the case may be, paragraph (4) by the number of days in that
assessment period which are within the disqualification period.

(6)  The amount of the daily reduction rate in paragraphs (3) and (4) is to be rounded
down to the nearest 10 pence.

(7)  The amount of the reduction under paragraph (2) in respect of any assessment period
must not exceed the amount of the standard allowance which is applicable to O in respect
of that period.

(8)  Where the rate of universal credit payable to O or as the case may be, to O and J,
changes, the rules set out above for a reduction in the universal credit payable are to be
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applied to the new rate and any adjustment to the reduction is to take effect from the first
day of the first assessment period to start after the date of the change.

(9)  In the case of joint claimants—
(a) each joint claimant is considered individually for the purpose of determining the

rate applicable under paragraph (3) or (4); and
(b) half of any applicable rate is applied to each joint claimant accordingly.

(10)  In this regulation, “standard allowance” means the allowance of that name, the
amount of which is set out in regulation 36 of the UC Regulations.”.
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